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About This Game

The Incredible Baron combines real-time strategy gameplay with over 45 collectible animal species in a tale of exploration,
science, and betrayal. As Baron, you will explore an uncharted island, documenting its species and using their unique abilities to
defeat nefarious adversaries in the cut-throat world of science. But as the adventure unfolds, you may begin to question the
credibility of Baron's incredible boasts, leaving only your tactical skill and the know-how of Baron's crew as the deciding factors
in Baron's fate.
In The Incredible Baron, you will:
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Harness the unique strengths of over 45 new species that inhabit the island.
Experience a twisting tale of science and betrayal spanning 30 story levels and 60 challenge levels.
Customize your army and the tech tree itself as you build a team suited for each upcoming challenge.
Explore exotic environments presented in a gorgeous, 16-bit art style.
Meet a unique cast of characters and setting inspired by 18th century naturalists, Baron Munchausen, and Don Quixote.
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Title: The Incredible Baron
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
FlatRedBall
Publisher:
Black Shell Media
Release Date: 27 May, 2016
a09c17d780

English
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the incredible baron steam. the incredible baron. the incredible adventures of baron von munchausen
nice small plane to do some VFR flights, fun to fly with :D. Got it on sale for $1.69 but still asking for a refund, BUT ALMOST
DIDN'T. There could be just a few small changes to the actual mechanics of this game that could make it more controllable, and
would make it worth a $1.99 price that you could port to Mobile devices and have it be worth the price.
The things everyone else say about this title are right. As it is (and I doubt it will be changed, it's this group of people's first
project), it's just not worth the full price at $4.99 without some changes. Without spoiling, there should be more movement
ability, and collisions with things should A) be less "instant-death" and B) should result in a horrific injury that allows you to
keep going but in some sort of extra-dangerous state for the duration of the zone. It's just little things like this that could take
this short experience from "mixed reviews" to at least partly positive.
But, again, unless by slight chance the devs are still even looking at this stuff and could make a few changes to give just a tiny
bit less "arcade" feel to the death mechanics, don't get this unless you want to give it a shot while it's on sale like I did. Even
then, I ended up beating it and found no replay value whatsoever, but for what it's worth I did enjoy the vibe and overall
experience. But it's just lazy development to leave a title which could play like an actual game as an experience which is predestined to kill you in cheap ways right when you're in the middle of abysmal, chasmic tension which otherwise feels very
cathartic and surreal and engaging.
In other words, this should have leaned more toward "cinematic experience where you don't really die but get hit by things a lot
in scary ways" or leaned instead toward "more game-like experience where you have more control and means to avoid dying so
cheaply, at the expense of more perma-death or something"
But, it's awkwardly stuck in the middle. It turns into an arcade game all the sudden, right when you've finally sunk into the
atmosphere, and then right when you're remembering how to deal with the arcade-like dodging elements, you're distracted by
the cinematic dread again and wish you could just focus on that instead of having to look around paranoid for some random
thing to side-swipe you and cause another cheesy, unrealistic "instant death yelp". I like it. It's a fun little RTS.. Key mapping
does not work !
The game might be good, it is impossible to see as the key mapping does not work. When you map your keys, the choosen key
seems to be selected randomly by the game. So, no key is working to go forward.
Waste of time and waste of money.. Reptitive game, time management over and over again.
Game is expensive.. 95% discount was very sweet.. A nice little game, good to play and relax. Reminds me of Stardew Valley in
that respect, but this story is different, and space is always cool.
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So you pay for a season pass that doesn't even have one month in it?
[edited] The 2 of 3 dlc (one being a standalone) are making this a better option. Still not 100%, but better.
[edited 2] As noted above, the 2 dlc makes this not quite 100%, but if at a Steam sale, definitely offsets. I appreciate that the
devs are still working\/responding, though it has been slow going.. Great game plays like a bomberman title only problem is
game needs more maps and modes highly recomend if your looking for a good bomberman experiance with friends and family
tons of fun to have minus the lack of contnent.. A good game with a lot of potential. Unfortunately, the devs have pulled a
Houdini. No contact, no changes in about... eight months now? Or maybe it's only been seven, I lost count. But this length of
radio silence is not really acceptable, and a lot of the chatter on the discussion thread during that time period points to them
being fairly unreliable at best.
If you want a game that's maybe 20% complete, then by all means, get it. Just don't be hopeful about it getting finished.. NOT
WORTH THE MONEY, BALANCING ISSUES BREAK THE GAME MAKING IT TO SLOW AND BROKEN TO PLAY
TO DEV
to get one ship takes at least 3 hours of mining, hoping to get something good only to get ore that you cant refine, then going to a
station where they give you so little money for the quests and materials, that it's like you punish the player for actually try to buy
a bigger ship and then when you do, the mod points are only a little bit better. If I buy a frigate I expect the damn thing to have
30 or more mod points higher then a ♥♥♥♥ing corvette, it's like the bigger ship you go for the more money you spend only to
realise for some reason you can get a corvette that has 10 weapon slots and 120 mod points for cheaper, and the frigate i just got
only have 60 mod points and 6 weapon slots how does that balance out? last time i checked the bigger the ship the
more♥♥♥♥♥♥you can put on it/in it. I know your supposed to explore other solar systems but how are you supposed to do that
when the AI has ships and weapons that out rank yours when they are supposed to be a level 10 shuttle and your in a level 20
frigate but they have 700 shield points and level 50 weapons and they are not a boss explain that to me.. Contrary to what was
mentioned in another review and despite the lack of info on the store page, this game has no offline mode. It is an online-only
DRM game. There is bot and LAN support, but you must still create an account with Black Jacket (email required) and log into
their servers in order to play. If your internet connection is down, or if Black Jacket's servers are down, the game will not run at
all. Further, Black Jacket has no publicly-viewable privacy policy that I could find, so be mindful of what they do with your
personal data.
It's good that there is at least bot support, because you will have a very difficult time finding anyone online to play with outside
of special events. Unfortunately, the bot AI is very simplistic and rarely uses any sort of team tactics like passing and
coordination, so you won't get much enjoyment at all if you're planning on playing solo.
The core gameplay is fun - basically soccer with tanks. If you do have a group of friends to play with, you may get some
enjoyment out of it, but I wouldn't recommend the game to anyone else.. Great Tower Defense game. Easy to learn & difficult
on higher levels. Good graphics & smooth gameplay. Whats not to love?. Finished ch4 and ch5 and these are what i want to tell
you
- Prepare more tissue paper, new scene to make you cry again.
- Add another 20 hour to my gameplay time.
- Worth the money spent.
****************************************************
And for anyone who can't start chapter 4
- Just load your most recently ch3 save
- Skip all dialogue (or you want to go through it again), your choice ;)
- When ending finished and you are at the main menu again, just start new game and choose chapter 4
in short, just do exactly the same as you do when you start ch2. Enjoy.. Probably the most underrated and most avoided game of
all time... By the time this game released a ton of players were into wasting their money on battlefield and call of duty and csgp
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and other ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ts.. It has all good stuffs that battlefield and cod and csgo has in combine. Its some kind of futuristic fps
shooting war game but a damn fine one.. its funny that even i avoided the game after watching it on youtube for so many years.
Then god knows for some reason i decided to give it a try and boi o boi it surprised the hack out of me that how good this game
is... if u like a bit about fps gaming i highly recommend this game for u then. Give it a try and then u realize that how good it is..
I feel bad not recommending this game. I mean it had potential. Props to the devs for releasing patches for it, but IT'S STILL
BROKEN. I played Air Conflicts: Secret Wars, and it was AWESOME. So what the heck happened here? Both plane and
helicopter controls are stiff and sensitive. Oh, and in Instant Action mode, you destroy the enemy aircraft by shooting the
ground (LOL). Seriously, play something else.. This game is amazing buuuuuuut
It's hard. I like hard games but this is hard on another level.
The tutoral is easy but freeplay isn't.
Firstly, I'd like to see more options for freeplay. I want to edit the starting money I have, the number of rivals, and etc.
Secondly, the game time moves SUPER FAST, it's hard to make profit.
Thirdly, the asking for raises and vacations is spamful. One dude asked me for a vacation every two weeks until I accepted :/
that's not very realistic.
The game is awesome but it's not perfect.
And until it becomes easier with more freeplay options, I'd say no to buying it at 10 dollars.
Currently it's worth five dollars, at most as other game dev games are superior to this one.
I'd also like to see console making added to the game.
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